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When Sofia's aunt Tilly visits Enchancia, she gives Sofia a special book that guides her to a secret

library hidden in the castle! The library is filled with hundreds of unfinished books-and Sofia is the

only one who can give each story a happy ending. Sofia selects the story of Minimus's brother,

Mazzimo, who has been captured by the arrogant and greedy Prince Roderick of Borrea. It's up to

Sofia and Minimus to rescue Mazzimo and grant him his one wish: to be free! Includes a

redeemable Disney eBook!
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Can't wait to see this Disney episode! The book is adorable (like the rest of the Sofia books)

beautifully illustrated, very creative and of course each book includes a classic princess. This one is

about Aunt Tilly visiting and together her and Sofia enter a Secret Library through secret

passageways under the castle. Together they finish the library of unfinished stories. Princess

Merida comes to help Sofia believe in herself to help Mozzimo free himself from his master Prince

Roderick.

My girls and I are big Sofia the First Book fans, When this was released I could not wait to get it. It



passed expectations. It is now a new family favorite like all the others. I hope that they make more.

This is a family favorite book collection. The story is wonderful, and the images are bright, beautiful

and capturing.

I really like Sofia the First. Isn't she just a sweetheart? It's a true rags to riches story that fills the

hearts and minds of little girls everywhere with hope. Don't tell him I said this but even my seven

year old boy loves to watch Sofia for some reason! It's one of those shows that captivates all that

watch and the books are no different!We ready Sofia the First The Secret Library together and it

was one of those books they immediately request to read again, and again, and again... Even the

cover is magical with it's raised print, glitter and shimmer everywhere!! It's just one of those inviting

books. I'm always amazed by Disney and that even their books can appear magical!I'm a little

jealous of Sofia in this story! As an avid reader I would love to find a secret magical library! Of

course I'd also love to live in a castle WITH a secret library! In addition to her discovery, sh finds

that she has the power to give each story a happy ending. Wouldn't that be nice?We also have a

special guest appearance by Princess Merida in this book and she gives Sofia a little help in the

happy ending department because of course it can never be super easy!The book is written much

like the show so I felt like I was just directing an episode. Since I've watched it so much it was fun to

do all the character voices with my kids. The font, the colors, the illustrations and everything about

this book truly bring the magic of the show to life.If you have a little princess, OR prince, they will

love this book for Christmas! As a mom I can testify that moms will enjoy reading The Secret Library

to their little ones this holiday season!Disclaimer: I received a copy of this book in exchange for my

honest review. All opinions are my own.

In this particular Sofia the First book, the reader is introduced to Aunt Tiley. Sofia's aunt introduces

her to a secret library which contains unfinished stories. Sofia is given an opportunity to complete

one of the stories. This is where the adventure begins for Sofia.The story line was fun to read. The

story kept the reader engaged until the very end due to the challenges Sofia had along the way.

Sofia showed determination and perseverance in completing the task her aunt gave her.Grace

Lee's illustrations are colorful and full of details your child will enjoy .As I finished the story, I

thought, with all the unfinished books in the secret library, this book could be the first of many

unfinished stories that Sofia will finish. The new stories will definitely be full of adventure.*I received

this for review - all opinions are my own*



My daughter is enchanted by this book! We received a copy for review and she squealed when it

arrived and immediately wanted to read it about 1,000 times in a row. She loves it, and so do

I--beautifully illustrated and a sweet story!

My daughter loves Sofia the First and these books. We are collecting all of them for her.
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